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ADAPTATION SUMMARY

Title of adaptation: MICROCANONICAL DEMON the microcanonicalalgorirthm [1], was introduced for lattice
gaugetheorycalculations.We wish to apply this techniqueto

Adaption number: 0001 SU(3) gaugetheory.

Programs obtainable from: CPCProgramLibrary, Queen’sUni- Method of solution
versityof Belfast,N. Ireland(seeapplicationform in this issue) We altered a previously introduced Monte Carlo simulation

program [2] to implement the microcanonicalalgorithm for

Reference to original program: SU(3) gaugetheory [3].

Title ofprogram: SUUNFA
Restrictions on the complexity of the program

Catalogue number: AAOT The only restriction on the complexityof the programis the
size of gaugefield links array. This array, called ALAT, must

Ref in CPC: 29 (1983) 97 be adjustedto fit the memoryof the computeravailableto the
user.

Authors of original program: R.W.B. Ardill, K.J.M. Moriarty
and Michael Creutz

Typical running time
To generatethe test run output took about 1 h 23 mm of

High speed store required: 47 Kwords CRAY-iS CPU time

No. ofbits in a word: 64
References

Additional keywords: microcanonicaldemon [1] M. Creutz, Phys.Rev. Lett. 50 (1983) 1411.

[2] R.W.B. Ardill, K.J.M. Moriarty and M. Creutz, Comput.
Numberof cards required to effect adaptation (including directive Phys.Commun.29 (1983) 97.
cards): 20 [3] M. Creutz and K.J.M. Moriarty, Microcanonjcal Monte

Carlo Simulation of SU(3) GaugeTheory in Four Dimen-
Nature of the physical problem sions~Brookhaven National Laboratory Preprint (June
Recently a new algorithm for Monte Carlo simulation,called 1983).

* Partof this paperhasbeenwritten undercontractDE-ACO2-

76CH00016with the US Departmentof Energy.
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LONG WRITE-UP

1. Infroduction where S(C) is the action for any configuration C
of our gaugefields, ED is the demon’senergy and

The theory of strong interactionsis generally E is an initially determinedtotal energy. The
believedto be QuantumChromodynamics(QCD), inversecouplingconstantsquared/3 is determined
which is a quantumfield theory. However,as with by
any quantum field theory, QCD has ultraviolet /3 = 1 ‘~E
divergenceswhich haveto be regularized.Because / ~‘ ~)

the running coupling constantof QCD increases Periodicboundaryconditionsare usedthroughout
with increasing quark separation, the theory is our calculations. The microcanonicalalgorithm
inherentlynon-perturbativewhich meansthat the proceedsthrough the demon trying to updatea
Feynmanexpansiontechnique,which is so useful link variableby samplingfrom a randomlygener-
in QuantumElectrodynamics(QED), is not appli- ated table of SU( N) matrices,where the change
cable.By performinga Wick rotation on our time would be acceptedproviding the demonhas suffi-
componentof our space—timeand quantizingour cient energy. The convergenceof the procedure
field theory by the Feynman path integral ap- can be acceleratedby the traditional method of
proach,the equivalenceof our quantumfield the- making N2 hitsper link beforemoving to the next
ory and statisticalmechanicscan be shown. Wil- link. In all cases,our initial configurationwas an
son [1] suggestedthat this approachbe followed ordered starting lattice and the demonpossessed
with the space—timecontinuumbeing replacedby the full energyof the entiresystem.
a lattice with the lattice spacingactingas a regula-
tor. The Monte Carlo method[2] hasprovedto be
very effective in studying statistical systemsand 3. Descriptionof the code
thesemethodshavebeencarried over into lattice
gaugetheory calculations[3]. The main Monte The microcanonicalMonte Carlo simulational-
Carlo algorithm usedup to now for gaugefield gorithm [5] can be implementedin our previous
calculationshasbeenthe method of Metropoliset program[61by the following changes.
al. [4]. In the presentpaperwe presenta simple (1) Add the variable DEMON to the COMMON
modificationof our SU(N) program[5] to permit BLOCK VARL in lines0195,0334,0396,0729,
simulationof SU(N) lattice gaugetheoryusingthe (2) Delete statements0315 to 0323 and replace
new microcanonicalMonte Carlo method of ref. with the statements
[6]. We presentsomesampleresultswith the gauge DEMON = NGROUP * NLINKS/B
groupSU(3).

CALL MONTE (190)

We normalizeDEMON to be NGROUPtimes
2. Outline of the theory ED of eq. (1).

(3) Insertafter the statement0499 the statement
We work with a hypercubicallattice in four

space—timedimensions.We join nearest-neighbor TEMP = 0.
lattice sites,whichare denotedby i andj,by a link (4) Replacethe statements0651 to 0655 with the
~i, j } on which sits an N X N unitary—unimodular statements
matrix U E SU(N) with U. = (U ,)_5~

As describedin ref. [6], we considerthe quan- IF (ATEST.GT.DEMON) GOTO 151
tity DEMON = DEMON-ATEST

z = ~ ~3(s(c) + ED — E), (1) (5) Insertafter statement0678 the statement
C ED TEMP = TEMP + DEMON
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I I I I I I I I I I I where Up is the parallel transporteraround a
- plaquette.This correspondsto a value of the in-

•J1~II)% versecoupling constantsquaredof

6.0 /3=5.9671

which wasfound by averaging/3 over 60 iterations
5.0 ‘ . after iteration 130.

4.0 ‘ -
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B= 1.6 References
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NGROUP= 3. [2] Monte Carlo Methods in Statistical Physics,ed. K. Binder

(Springer-Verlag,Berlin, 1979).
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